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CLEVELAND, Ohio -- The Cavaliers gave 

away Anderson Varejao curly wigs on 

Friday night at The Q, but they could have 

used the real Wild Thing to help stop the 

Atlanta Hawks. 

Minus their veteran center, who missed his 

fifth straight game with a bruised right 

knee, the Cavs struggled offensively and 
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Dion Waiters sails in for a dunk against the Atlanta Hawks in the first 

quarter of an NBA basketball game, Friday, Dec. 28, 2012, in 

Cleveland. (AP Photo/Mark Duncan)

Cleveland Cavaliers lose to Atlanta Hawks, 102-94 gallery (9 

photos)
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defensively down the stretch as Atlanta 

used a 9-0 run to close out a 102-94 

victory. 

"That's a good example of youth vs. 

experience, and experience is going to win 

most of the time," a grim Cavs coach 

Byron Scott said as his team slipped to 7-

24. "The last three minutes of the game, 

they did a good job of running their 

offense and getting the ball in the paint, 

and we just settled for bad jump shots." 

Kyrie Irving led the Cavs with 28 points, 

and his layup with 2:53 left put the Cavs 

ahead, 94-93. But from that point on, the 

Cavs missed their last five jump shots -- 

four of them from 16 feet or more. Irving 

and Dion Waiters each missed two, and 

Tyler Zeller missed one. One of Irving's 

misses was listed at 31 feet on the official 

play-by-play. 

"If we would have made them, we 

wouldn't be having this conversation," Irving said after the game. 

Clearly, there was a disconnect with the coach. 

"I wasn't real happy with the last three minutes," Scott said. "That's an understatement. I let them know." 

Jeff Teague had a career-high 27 points as the Hawks improved to 18-9 and avenged a stunning 113-111 

loss to the Cavs in Atlanta on Nov. 30. 

Not only did the Cavs lose the game, but they also lost guard Daniel Gibson with a concussion. Gibson got 

tangled up with Anthony Morrow and hit the deck with 6:54 left in the second quarter. He will not travel to 

Brooklyn for Saturday night's game with the Nets. 

Varejao is also out for that game. He said the pain in his right knee was lessening and he was getting better, 

but he couldn't put a timetable on his return. 
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"I want to be back tomorrow, but I know it's not possible," he said. "But hopefully a week, another week. 

That would be perfect for me." 

Varejao said he could run and shoot. He has been lifting weights and trying to stretch. 

"I can do most of the stuff," he said. "The only thing that really hurts is when I try to bend or push off. 

That's when I get the sharp pain. Overall it's fine to walk around and do basic stuff. 

"I just can't have contact yet." 

When Varejao was injured against Toronto on Dec. 18, the injury was not thought to be serious. But with 

Varejao missing two weeks, coach Byron Scott was asked Friday if the injury was more serious than 

originally believed. 

"I don't think it's more serious," Scott said. "The spot where he got hit is such a tender area that it takes 

more time to heal than we thought. I'm not real concerned about it. It's just going to take a little bit more 

time." 

Scott also denied rumors in Brazil that Varejao has a tear in his quadriceps. 

"That's not true," Scott said. 
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